space for alienation
Spaces fascinate Desiree de Baar. These can be lived-in rooms in a house or building, but also specific,
tough, masculine rooms such as a prison cell or an observation post. She wants to make these spaces
her own. She does this by exaggerating some parts, details so ordinary they escape the notice of others, or by displacing the rooms to a gallery or museum where she transforms their character. Thereby
she creates alienation. The viewer has to backtrack. His assumptions are thrown to the wind. His faded
imagination is stirred.
The media Desiree de Baar uses are wallpaper, embroidery and knitting. Media that the viewer might
not automatically associate with fine art. On the contrary. She complements them with drawings and
sketches.
Worn spots or signs of bygone times can result in a room being hung with wallpaper containing old
photos. The view of the past becomes literal. At the same time she has the wallpaper carry on through
to inappropriate places – in front of the window or on the floor, for example – thus again casting out
the anecdotal and reviving the imagination and interpretation. In addition she sometimes finishes the
wallpaper work with hand-drawn patterns. She therefore places the viewer into an environment that on
the one hand feels familiar, but on the other hand is so absurd that a feeling of uneasiness or nervous
laughter is unavoidable.
In her knitted works she either actually knits components of a room – bath tub, washbasin, tap, etc. –
and adds lines or drawings to suggest the missing sections, or she knits large sections of the room and
then leaves out the specific components. She has constructed a prison cell, for example, almost entirely
from wool. In doing this she shatters the common perception of a room like this. What ‘should’ be cold,
impersonal and bleak becomes in her hands soft, amiable and tactile. This reversal is intensified by her
having knitted it in pink. When she places these works in a gallery or museum, she is adding a dimension
of alienation. This is definitely the case, for example, with her latest work, ‘the observation post’. She has
reproduced the majority of this by knitting it in white wool, thereby not only totally undermining the suggestion of danger, inherent to such a structure, but also depriving it of its function. While the viewer was
able to walk round in the knitted cell and feel the alien material, the observation post cannot be entered.
The viewer is only able to look at the object, observe it, whereas its intended function is to observe, to
spot dangers. With this Desiree de Baar takes her transformation process a step further. She makes
sculptures from her rooms.
Desiree de Baar began her career almost exclusively with knitted works. Because the process of making something is of essential importance for her – by degrees it boosts self-confidence in the feasibility
of the work – she included this as part of her works, a sort of performance. She no longer does this. She
now leaves the completion of her works entirely to the creativity and imaginative powers of the viewer.
He can find his own way out of his feeling of alienation.
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